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As Digital Adoption and Employee Experience are among the top priorities of most CEO’s in the 2020’s, CIOs 
are looking forward to make a step change in their end-user support strategy to:

• Increase quality of service, user productivity and satisfaction,

• Offer a new support experience to end-users,

• Better support remote and “work from home” models,

• Reduce operating costs.

For most companies with large and/or global footprint, end-user support services have historically been a 
complex, highly fragmented and traditionally managed part of the IT ecosystem.

This article will describe how leading companies have managed to sustainably transform their end-user 
support services by:

• Consolidating and streamlining all support services within a Core Support Model,

• Re-imagining user support experience through technological breakthroughs,

• Leveraging IT Service Management (ITSM) solutions ecosystems as the key enabler for such 
transformation.

Consolidate & streamline user support service within a Core Support Model

New frontiers of user support
User support services scope usually starts with three core services:

• Service Desk – which is the single first point of contact for all employees to provide appropriate help 
in a timely manner for all IT related queries,

• On-site support – which provides face-to-face workstation support, often directly at the user’s desk 
or at an IT Kiosk,

• User Access Management – which relates with the management of users’ access rights to IT 
Services and business applications and the associated maintenance of profiles and Security policies.

Beyond these core services, user support organizations are increasingly hosting additional services as 
companies look for further verticality and accountability in their support model. This enrichment is reflected 
in several trends:

• Consolidate all Digital & IT support under the same umbrella: while historically focused on 
workspace topics, user support organization are progressively supporting new areas (telephony, 
business applications, meeting rooms, printers, etc.). Users are granted with a single point of contact 
regardless of their issues or queries and therefore simplifying their work experience.

• Leverage local presence to create synergies with other local activities: as user support requires 
an on-site presence, support staff can be leveraged to provide other local IT activities such as 
hardware and software Asset Management, proximity support for local infrastructure devices, hands 
& feet to support on-site maintenance engineers, meeting rooms sweeps, local trainings, etc. This 
streamlines local IT staff presence but also requires stronger requirements for user support staff skills. 

• Grant User support with full accountability on the “Workplace tower”: by extending User 
support accountability from Level 1 up to Level 3 on workplace-related topics, support organization is 
in capacity to accelerate end-to-end ticket resolution and to foster “Shift-Left”. Expert Services such 
as workstation engineering and expertise, platform management for Workstation as a Service, Office 



365, visio conference, etc. should then be considered when designing user support organizations.

• Support evolution of workplace services and technology: one of Digital Workplace 
transformation benefits is to simplify the workplace support. This simplification is, among other 
things, enabled by new services and technologies which also need to be managed and supported. 
In this context, user support organizations need to anticipate the integration of new services such as 
Application Catalogue Management, Enterprise Mobility Management services, etc.

Extending the scope of user support organizations leads to several benefits:

• Increase control level and quality of service,

• Reduce costs up-to 10% through volume effect lever,

• Facilitate user support transformation (as it is more integrated).

Figure 1: User support Scope evolution trends
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Support Core-models to deal with diversity

• The complexity of support services is mostly linked with the very nature and location of users who 
need to be supported.

• To deal with the diversity of people and locations, we recommend to setup a core model that 
will streamline the services to be provided at a global scale and facilitate their control and 
transformation.

• A Core support model would map any kind of users and sites types to a given set of support based 
on objective criteria and thresholds.

• For example, a site A with around 10 Salesmen constantly on the field should not be supported in the 
same way than site B where 250+ office users are working 5 days per week.

• The following scheme illustrates the main dimensions and criteria to consider when building a core 
model for user support.

Figure 2: Key principles of a support core model

As for all core models:

• Strong prerequisites need to be stated to allow users & sites integration into the proposed 
framework: ITSM tool integration, budget carve-in, language supported, etc.

• Exceptions can be considered and addressed if backed-up by a strong business rationale and 
business-case.
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• PERSONA / POPULATION : Office users, VIP, VOP, 
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• SPOKEN LANGUAGE : english, french, spanish, etc.
• EQUIPMENT : PC, Mac, VDI, Tablet, etc.
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USERS & SITES PROFILES SUPPORT MODEL

• COUNTRY : criticality, culture, work-from-home policy, 
etc.

• SITE TYPE : office, store, sales office, plant, lab, etc.
• USERS ON SITE : Less than 10, between 10 and 50, etc.
• SITES DISTANCE : distance to other sites, distance to 

Delivery Center, etc.
• OTHERS : Internet Bandwidth, Storage space
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Re-imagining user support experience through technological breakthroughs

User support transformation is all about embracing a fully experience-centric support model, to achieve 
further support personalization and leapfrog in service excellence & operational efficiency with the help of 
disruptive digital technologies.

The next pages will describe how to enable such transformation by triggering 4 pillars: 

Figure 3: 4 pillars for User support Transformation

Pillar 1: eliminate the need for support

First goal of support transformation is to eliminate the need for support by preventing issues before they 
occur or before they impact the users’ productivity.

To support this objective, typical customers’ implementations rely on:

• Workstation monitoring agents into users’ workstations which will continuously monitor workstations’ 
behaviors and performance,

• An analytics platform which will detect performance patterns coming from the agents and catch the 
ones which are foreseen to lead to a possible performance issue,

• An automation engine which will launch preventive actions at workstation level (either in a fully 
silent mode – self healing – or requiring approval from the users) to remediate to the potential 
performance issue.

These automated preventive actions are coupled with additional insights (trends analysis) transmitted to 
Workstation Service Managers and providing directions on workstations configurations and persona refinement.

This leads to straightforward productivity gains as up-to 20% of recurring incidents at workstation level can 
be resolved in a transparent way. It also improves devices’ compliance level and thus reduces the risks for 
mid-term incidents.
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and sentiment analysis
• “Virtualise” on-site support with video booths and HW lockers
• Automate recurring service requests (onboarding/offboarding,

access management, etc.)

Empower users with self-service
• Prioritise knowledge base improvement based on analytics

and enrich with both internal and external (providers) inputs
• Setup channels which will create effortless and attractive
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password reset, etc.

• Extend self-service to on-site services through vending
machines and Digital Lockers
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Pillar 2: enable new digital channels

For support needs which cannot be prevented, end-user support should aim at shifting from a voice-
oriented service towards a digital-first approach.

This implies to launch new experience-centric channels which will offer new digital opportunities for users to 
get support. Hereby are a few examples observed at our clients:

• Web portal, offering one-stop-shop access to support services anywhere any time via a convenient, 
modern and seamless UX,

• Mobile app, offering similar services as the web portal in a mobile interface,

• Chat services, available within the web portal and the mobile app but also through the standard IM 
solution of the company,

• Social media integration, with support services available from WeChat or WhatsApp.

All these channels should be fully integrated with the IT Support ecosystem (including Service Desk & 
ITSM) and also offer access to mandatory support services such as : create tickets, raise demands, trigger 
automated actions like password reset, access FAQ/Wikis, etc.

More advanced implementations will take advantage of the specifics of each digital channel to offer 
dedicated services: biometric password reset in the mobile app, “my voice is my password” for digital virtual 
assistants, etc.

Implementation of such channels backed by a proper omnichannel approach can decrease Service Desk 
and on-site support contacts by 30% while improving time-to-market and experience of support services.

Pillar 3: empower users with self Service

Shifting support contacts to digital channels offers a great opportunity to further automate, develop self-
service capabilities and relieve pressure on support staff.

To do so, users need to be empowered with new capabilities which will be more convenient and efficient 
than traditional channels and offer a best-in-class experience:

• Chatbot acting as first multichannel and multilingual contact for all written interactions, assisting 
users with:

-  answers to simple queries or how-to’s leverage machine learning mechanisms and a growing 
volume of knowledge articles,

- assistance in support queues management: planning a callback when waiting queue is too long, 
reschedule an appointment to pick up its laptop, etc.

- qualification and prioritization of more complex queries before seamless handover to a live agent,

• Digital Virtual Assistants integration, leveraging chatbot’s framework to have Alexa, Cortana or Siri 
taking care of your support,

• FAQ or Wikis in various formats (including videos) coupled with a strong search engine which could 
guide users in supporting most of their issues and requests on their own (as they are doing at home 
with their consumer IT),

• Digital Lockers and vending machines could support on-site self-service usages, offering more 
autonomy and flexibility to users looking for hardware components.
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These self-service capabilities are expected to eliminate another 20% of contacts at Service Desk and 
on-site level. From a qualitative standpoint, they will significantly fasten the support response and extend 
its coverage to areas not-well served by live agents. As an example, chatbots can provide instant answers 
to queries on a 24/7 basis (independently from local business hours), opening new opportunities for user 
support with minimal recurring costs.

One important challenge of such implementations is related with the need to support users in their native 
language (mandatory requirement to foster adoption). For global organizations, translating all FAQs 
and conversational frameworks can be a hurdle. Real-time translation solutions appear as a compelling 
alternative but are not yet mature enough to support conversational usages.

Pillar 4: augment IT staff with new technologies

For queries which still need to be handled through traditional channels, latest technologies can also help to 
improve and accelerate the support.

As an example, Service Desk staff can be augmented with:

• CTI (Computer-Telephony Integration) to personalise calls experience (including routing to persona-
specific support), limit dependency on Intelligent Voice Response (IVR) services (“press 3”) and 
accelerate handling time (3 minutes per call saved thanks to automated user identification),

• Speech recognition to facilitate queries classification and routing,

• Sentiment analysis to capture user satisfaction and experience in a transparent way at desk level.

On-site support can be “literally” virtualised through the implementation of “support booth” where users 
could interact in videoconference with a live agent and actually “show” their problems. Combined with 
Digital Lockers, this technology can contribute to significantly reduce the need for local personnel (and thus 
avoid additional costs).

Automation of service delivery is also a great piece of end-user support transformation with as primary 
objective to automate:

• Access-related service requests (passwords, grant accesses, remove accesses, etc.),

• Onboarding and offboarding processes.

Mature customers have managed to reach 60% of automation in this area through proper integration with 
access management, identity and security tools.

Leveraging ITSM solutions ecosystem as the key enabler for support transformation

The transformation described in these pages requires a new user-support IT ecosystem which will support 
the Employee Journey in an end-to-end way.
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Modern User support architecture are generally based on 4 separate layers:

• a front layer, which gathers all channels with which users will engage to ask queries to IT or get 
support (voice, web portal, mobile apps, chatbot, etc.),

• a central layer which will act as a registration machine for users’ transactions (i.e. tickets), manager 
journeys orchestration across channels and as a central redirection towards other layers,

• back-office systems were users’ needs and requests will actually be treated: Active Directory or IAM 
engine for access-related queries, knowledge bases for how-to’s, automation tools, etc.,

• an Artificial Intelligence, Data & Analytics layer which gather and mine experience metrics and ticket 
analytics to provide improvement axis for support activities.

Figure 4: end-user support ecosystems

Historically, most companies have setup ITSM solutions, acting as “cash registers” for tickets, orchestrating 
its lifecycle (from opening to closure) and reporting on essential KPIs as well as contractual Service Level 
Agreements.

With the emergence of such comprehensive user support ecosystems, ITSM tools have started to evolve from 
a pure ticket cash register orientation towards an integrated and intelligent end-user support ecosystem.

ITSM solutions have a key role to play in this area as their central positioning in the overall architecture grants 
them with the right foundation to extend and transform across the ecosystem.

Leading ITSM solutions such as ServiceNow are continuously adding several new services on top of their 
Legacy ITSM area, moving towards an integrated and intelligent end-user support ecosystem.

• Front layer: Traditional web portal are being reshaped with UX in mind and new digital channels are 
released: mobile app, chatbot, sms channels, etc.,

• Central layer as ITSM platform with common services and accessible for external services through 
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-    Workflow Management is getting at the center of all attentions in the ITSM area with overall 
objective to support and orchestrate users’ journeys in a fast, automated and experience-centric way,

-  Ticket Management (incident, problem, request, change, etc.) is centralizing all the actions & 
information with objective to offer the same way to record & return data. Another important function 
is to offer standard Service Level Agreement (SLA) Measurement to share with all users: end-users, 
managers, and back office/providers the same KPIs,

• Artificial Intelligence, Data & Analytics: move to new intelligence tools with Virtual Agent, Predictive 
Analysis and Processing improved user experience through Enhanced Intelligence:

-  Predictive analytics is getting the triggers that will generate incidents by analysis big volume of data, 
support teams are able to anticipate an avoid incidents;

-  Data analytics is identifying the relevant used keyword, used knowledge and the solution proposed by 
the Service Desk agent to improve the Knowledge Base and associated articles. This analysis is also a 
great accelerator to identify to correct root causes of the incidents.

-  User experience metrics (from the front layers, e.g.: efficiency of the chatbot or average handling time 
for calls) and ticket analytics (from the central layer) is providing transparency for user and useful 
dashboard to drive helpdesk activities with end to end KPI.

Conclusion
In early 2020, User Support transformation was already a key lever for many companies aiming at 
decreasing costs while improving their operational efficiency.

Then, the COVID-19 crisis stress-tested IT support organizations as never before and also delivered 
important lessons learned:

• Employee experience is more important than ever, and support has a great part to play in the overall 
experience,

• New support operating models need to set free from on-site requirements and shift to a largely 
remote model offering higher flexibility and agility,

• Change can occur really fast when properly addressed and motivated.

We thus believe that questioning their current user support is a new imperative for ALL companies, whether 
transformation needs to be initiated or revised to adapt to the new normal.

Please reach our experts below for further information:

Clément Sauzade - Senior Manager +33 (0)6 10 84 34 63 - clement.sauzade@bearingpoint.com

Wilfried Fritz – Senior Manager +491713579578 - wilfried.fritz@bearingpoint.com

Océan Gillaux – Manager +33 (0)6 18 39 31 11 - ocean.gillaux@bearingpoint.com
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